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In  this brief w e n  tew, the state of o u r  current know ledge of the properties 
of the ring system as a whole. and of the particle, individua!ly, is assessed. 
More derailed review papers are cited for f . ~ r t h e r  discussion and attention 
is primaril! devoted to recent results and possibilities for exploration of 
the  ring system by a Saturn orbiter. In particular. the infrared and 
microwa\\e properties of  the ring system are discussesl. 3 he hehavior o f  the 
ring brightness is not we11 understwd in the critical transition s ~ e c t r a l  
region from - 100 p m  to - I  cm. Als~), the d)namical behavior of the ring 
system is discussed. Recent theoretical studies show that ongoing dy- 
namicd  cffttts continually affect the ring structure in azimuth (possibly 
producing the  A ring brighrness asymmetry) and in the vertical direction 
(possibly preventing the rings from flatrening t o  a monolajer). 
Orbital spacecraft-based studies of the rings will offer several unique 
cdvantages and  impact impwtant  co>mogonical questions. Bistatic radar 
studies and mill~meter-wavelength spectrometry!radiometn will give us  
the panicle size and cornpr>sltion limits needed to resolve the questiorr of  
the density ~f the rings, and provide important boundary conditions on  the 
state of Saturn's protoplanetary nebula near the time of planetary 
formation. 
Detailed s tud)  of the radial btrucrure of rhe rings near resonance "gaps" 
will shed light on the  whc~le question of ring f i~rn~a t ion  and in a larger 
sense on plartetary formation as influenced by dynamical effects. The 
recent discovery of the rings of Uranus further moti*ates such dynamical 
studies. Topics which would benefit from further study. either from 
spacecraft o r  Irc:rn Earth. are noted. 
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Due tc thoir great beauty and uniqueness, the rings of Saturn have been studied 
as  much or  pelhaps more in the past than Saturn itself. Their scientific importance i s  
in fact also quite great. T r a p p d  within the Roche limit ci Saturn by the gravitational 
perturbations of the satellite Mimas, the ring particles have been urAable either to 
escape o r  to accrete into a large body. Thus, if the rings formed in their current 
place, they represent a practically untouched remnant of the protoplanetary nebula, a 
direct condensate unaffected by thermal, chemical, o r  impact metamrrphosis. How- 
ever, it is also possible that the rings formed through tidal breakup of a pre-existing 
comet o r  satellite. Knowledge of the size distribution and bulk composition of these 
particles c o ~ l d  permit final discrimination between these two origin hypotheses. For 
instance, the existence or  absence of kilometer-sized "particlesff would permit o r  
disprove the breakup hypothesis. Even the bulk composition of the particles has not 
been definitely established. Current work indicates that cosmogonically plentiful ices 
could compose the bulk of the ring material. However, fairly pure metal may not a s  
yet be ruled out. Thus, study of the rings could provide valuable constraints on 
theories of Solar Svstem crigin and evolution. In Section 11 the global structure of the 
rings (radial, vertical, azimuthal) is reviewed. In Section III currsnt knowledge of 
particle s ize and composition is discussed. Tn Section TV likely advances due to 
Pioneer, Voyager, and interim Earth-based studies Ere mentioned. In Seetion V, 
important scientific questions will be presented which a r e  appropriate for study by- 
SOP'. This brief paper will only touch the surface of existing research on Saturn's 
rings. For further background, the reader i s  referred to review papers by Bobrcw 
(1970) Cook, Franklin, and Palluconi (1973), and Pollack (1975). 
11. O\'ERALL PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE RlNG SYSTEM 
Radial Structure 
The ring system exhibits obvious radial structure which has evolved a particular 
nomsnclature. Currently accepted values for, and uncertainties in, ring element 
boundaries a re  give-] along with standard nomenclsture in Table 1. Below we discuse 
Table 1. Wng Elemellt Boundaries (After Cook et d., 1973) 
B o ~ ~ d a r i e s  
Plaretary <Equatorid j 
I;lllg 3eg~qn Radius ckm; Radii * Arc sec n: 9,52i35 AU 
-- -- ---------- - ---------- 
-4 Outer IY7,430 5 i3b (est) 2.29 19. .?2': ~0.1" jest) 
A Inner 121,80 i 73.3 2.03 I?. Z?" iO. 1" (est) 
Cassini 
Dir isim: Width 4,800 1 7C- 
C Inner 72,600 = 1,409 1.21 10.5 r0.2" 
the radial sbbicture in sonic t!i.gil 2r,d then revitiv ccrrectly sccepied vr:lces for 
optic21 depth cf the rings r.. ,risible v.-~velcn$hs as  a functicn of radia! distance. 
1. h.Iecbnisms gcwein.ing radial structure. 
The nroct iikely expianation for the radial structure of the ring: is that 
it ariscs f ron  h e  effects of gzavitationally induced perturbations in ring 
particle orbits ivilich lie near commensurability .dth Mimas, one ~f 
Saturn's smalier satellites (see, a. g. , TrarAiin and Colombo, 1970). 
Tht perturt %Eon ;haracte~iz',lg commenq~:rab;lity incrcases the eccen- 
t r i c i e  of the "resonant" partick until a collision removes the psi-ticle 
from the resor or5it. 'I 1x1s s w h  cnmrnensurate orbits a r e  unstz:~ie. 
This simple e.uplana~ion serves very well to explain the inner and outer 
boundaries :f thc x-ing system. Given that ~ n l v  empty space exists beyond 
the resonance in either case, the collisicn which removes the particle 
f r ~ m  Its unstable orbit is most likdly to be n-ith another particle allthin the 
rings r.14 in sccl: a c'we tne final orbit will be more likely ui thin  the ring 
bourac;y ~~rall  beyond the ring boundaw. In this way the Yesonaaces a r e  
:ten I > present at :;at partially effective barriers to mass flow. The 
inl?er e d g ~  c.' the B ring. i ~ n e r  edgL of Cassini's divi~iqn.:  and the cater 
edge of the A rkq represent such unstable orbits with periods equal to 
l j3 ,  112, and 2/3 of the period of Mimas, respectively. Tbe real radial 
brightness distribution is, of course, more complex (see Figure 1). 
Iiowever, the picture is more complex regarding the widths of the 
2. Gaps within the rings 
It has been recently realized @menberg and Franlclin 197'1) that the above 
mechanism will %clear OUV* only a region of radial extent e39 k, !.luch 
less than the observed width of the Cassini division (see Tab's 1'. 
Particles moving under ihe resonance, but more than - 30 km distant from 
it, do so "in phase" in Wir arbits and do not collide. Several mechanisms 
t 
have been pmpsed to explain the dbserwed width. Goldreich and 
Tremaine (1978) suggest that a density wave, induced at the resonances,. 
travels outward and decreases the angular momentum of particles in a 
range which agrees well with the wMtb d Cassini's division, Codr (1470') 
suggests th..t ttre system is evolving radially outwards, due possibly to 
magnetic or gaseous drag. High-quality obsemtions near the edges of 
dl the resonances and within Cassini's divisian will be necessary to supply 
further constmints on these hypotheses. 
3. Optical depths in the rings 
The optical depth, ro, provides an important boundary condition relating 
particle volume densities to particle sites. ]By definition, 
where r ie particle radiud and n(r, z) i s  volume density. The normal 
optical depth of the rings, r0, varies significsrtly with radial distance 
from the planet. Values of ro have been obtained by two general irethocis: 
- t rans~~ise ion  f light through the rings (Ibam - Iinc e where 0 
is the angle from the ring normal, and reflection of light from the riw. 
The former mefi.od is more direct as fewer assumptions about the ring 
structure, padicle albedos, and phase functions are required. Howpe- ?r, 
most quoted values have been obtained from the latter method, in which a 
simple scattering-layer model is used to calculate reflected brightness. 
Using the variation of brightness with tilt angle, one solves for both a 
particle albedo and local optical depth. Uncertainties in the optical depths 
sg obtained may be quite large and the values themselves may be system- 
atically low (Pollack, 1975; Cuezi and Pollack 1978). Best ctirrerit values 
for optical depth as a function of radial position a r e  given in Figure 2 
along with their sources and likely uncertainties. The optical depth of the 
Cassini Division is highly uncertain due to the many difficult and important 
ccrrections which must be applied to observations (smearing, scattered 
light, etc. ) These values are azimuthal averages. Azimuthal variations 
a r e  discussed below. 
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Vertical and Azimuthal Structure 
The vertical and azimuthal structure a r e  related in that they both deal :ith the 
local "internal" structure of the rings; that is, whether the zings a r e  one particle thick 
(a wmmolayer") or are many W c l e s  thick 
Perhaps the most signKcant observation co- straining this question is the phase 
effect of the rings (see Fiere 3). The net I .crease in brightness (about a factor of 
two) over 6 of observable pkxase is similar in magnitude to the lunar opposition 
brightening. Both arise from the fact that shadowing of particles in the lit surface by 
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each other ccscs  rapidly as the directions to Sun and Earth become coincident a t  zero 
degrees phase angle. Detailed analyses of the effect for the rings orvine 1966, 
Bobrov 1970, Rawata md Irvine 1974) yield a volume density of particles - ld2 to 1 0 ' ~  
in a many-prticle thick ring (see Figure 4), fa r  lower than Lk  lunar soil volume 
density (Nameen-Anttila and Vaaraniemi 1975) a ~ d  characterizing a layer containing 
priicles ~vilich a r e  separated by many times their own radius. 
L'ntil recently, CJwm iea! arguments (Jeffreys 1947) indicated that inter- 
p ~ r t i c l -  collisions \\-ould cause the rings to flatten and spread to a monolayer. This 
~vwlti require the o~position effect to ar i se  from surface microslruciure, However, 
nb4SE AhGi C .  deg 
recent studies of eeergy sources within the ring system (differential rotation, Himas) 
indicate that a finite thickness may be maintained (Brah;c, 1917; Goldreich am! 
Tremaine, 1978a; Cuzzi ct d,  1978). Tbe characteristic tbidnress is on the order of a 
few tirnee the size of the bgest  particlee. Should the rings also include a mbetarrtdal 
numher of much smaller particles, they would be "many particles thick. " We reQrrn 
to this in Section IE In addition, other natural high-albedo mmfhces (e, g., fiw Galilean 
satellites) ahow much less dramatic ogpo8ition effects @see Figure 5) dm- do the rings, 
The oppositim effect for these objects, due to curface micros tmdme,  is probably 
smaller due to particle and multiple scatbring. These, as well as other 
such observatiaw, such as the color depa&mx of the apposition effect a d  of pdari- 
zation, favor the many-particle-Wck hypothesis sligbtly over the m01loLyer 
~ . p o t b s i s  (Pollack 1975). 
The absolute Lhickness of the rings has not been o b s e r ~ ~ t i m a l l y  established. 
Obgemtions a t  the time when the rings sppeared edge on (Focas and D o U b ,  1969; 
Kf ladze, 1969; Bobm, 1970) have been recently re-analyzed (-me and Irvine, 1977) 
with the result tbat they appear to give only an upper limit of 3 km iull thickuess. The 
true thickness characterizing macroscopic particles is almost certainly two orders of 
magnitude smaller, if the rings are of the age of the sdar system (Brahic, 1977; 
Goldreich & Tremaine, 1978a; Cuzzi et d.  13i8).  However, radiation pressure d d  
cause micron-siecd particles to have vertical excursions as large as a kilometer 
(Vaaraniem i, i 973). 
The rings present an interesting environment for horizontal structural varia- 
tions as well. Gravitational perturbations by S a t . n * s  satellites will theoretically 
produce a ripple, o r  wave, with largest components due to Titan, the Sur . Tethys and 
Wimas. Orbiting particles will attain vertical excursions a s  large as - 10 m or so, 
adjacent particles mwing coherex~tly in "roller-coaster" iashion (Burns et d, 1978). 
In addition it has been recently confirmed by several groups (Lumme and 
Irvine 1976; Reitsema, Beebe, and Smith, 1976) that Saturn's A ring d b i t s  a&utbal 
variations in brightness (see Figure 6). The amplitude of the effect is - 10% at 
maximum ring opening (26") and *hreases slightly (to 15%) as the rings close to 16" 
(Lumme et a/.. 1977). The "sign" of the effect (bright quadrants precede conjunctions) 
is not related to the position of the Sun or Earth, but the amplitude of the effect 
decreases a t  opposition (Lumme et al. , 2977). The effect is  not shown by the B ring. 
Two classes of hypotheses have been advanoed to account for the effect. One class 
invokes some use of large, synchronously rotating bodies which a r e  either elmgated o r  
F~xi.un 5 .  P&M Lunt /cr rht G,aftlt.aw S J ~ ~ I I I I I .  J .  J I I .  J l f l .  a d  
Jl\' FWRI Srchbrm~ rrr J j r u d u n  ( 1 'i2N 9 .  
F u r  . ~ r d . f r d n t  r l r > n m t ~ r ~  rm r iw hrr,-lttntr, '4 S&um I A rrng &~rpJ/n)rn ; ..'r~rrr:td Lifurn Z I M ~  n l  1IY-- 
j ~ n l c r r )  26 P(cn&, .il) pi,,: ~hr,;r J tht brrxhtnrr* u h n ,a m~m,r t  J t w g t  I it/; for rrght ! I tuhcr.a<rcd /rrm t k  mrgrn.d 
l?'ppr dnd lob tr rzK\,: qudd~dmt~ +,f I& '4 r:m; ,art W&J\IW. u #v!t the u p p r  rr.qbl dnd /f,utv fd1 dri  mrnrma 1th.v~. 
h l r  rr I,, rh rrpki. und , t rh t /d lp /u~c  on$/r ;rr.rt.z,tt t l r r i r .  rie;. ShJJr,u r5fp/dne! sm n r ,  rrcrLL rn upperpwtrnn. Fnm 
~ , & ~ I v I '  cr dl 19-- 
asymmetrically reflective (Lumme and Irvine 1976, Reitscma et al. , 1 )  The other 
c lass  invokes transient, gravitationally i~~duced ,  "clumping" of swarms of small  
particles in trailing "~\~akes' '  (e. g., Colombo, et al. , 1977). The predominance of 
very large (rnmy-meter) particles in thz rings i s  not in good agreement with micro- 
wave resul ts  discussed in Section m. Therefore some variant of the "clumping'' 
hypofnesis is favared. 
Summary 
The radial structure of the rings i s  determined primarily by art-ital resonances 
with Jlimas. The \vidi;ll of the Cassini Division i s  not completely understood, but may 
reflect the presence of a density wave driven by Mimas. The large opposition effect 
of the rinds and other optical effects continue to favor the hypothesis tliat the rings a r e  
many particles thick, although some co2tribution from surface microstructure 
undoubtedly does exist. Qman~ica l  arguments, including likely sources of particle 
random motions, a r e  now apparently consistent with the many-particle-thick idea a s  
well. However, the true "thickness" may i,; fact be no more than some tens of meters. 
A monolayer hypothesis would imply that the indiviciual "particles" a r e  i.?any meters  in 
s ize anci, a t  least in the -4 ring, in s>-nchronous rotation. 
A full treatment of the great quantiQ- of material dealing with particle 
prcpertics such as narron-ba~d 2nd broadbantl geometric aIt)t.do, phase fnnctior:, 
surface vs. bulk compo-)itinn. a d  particle size i s  beyond t k c  scope of this  su:r.mar\-. 
In this article n:ll;- rt brief ~..-tl.ric:\ of known or  illfel-red 1wrticIe properties i s  given. 
The reader is refcrrc:! r ?  review articles I>\- Cook, Franklin, nnd Palluccui (I9;,3, 
and Pollack (197.5) ff?r h i re r  details 01 the observations and their si~gnificance. 
Particle Albedos and Tempcralures 
1. .Iibedos. 
The partic;: albedos ( Z  ) must be obtained simultancn:isl\- with  ring c!l;ticaI 
9 
depths by s ~ i v i n g  tne nlultiple scattering prnblem and matching data such 
92 
a s  the phase variation, tilt variation, and absolute value of the ring 
reflectivity. Many authors have approached this problem, usually by 
assuming isotropic scattering. The most sophisticated recent analyses, 
which include the use of both isotropic and anisotropic scattering phase 
functions, indicate that isotropic scattering is not consistent with the data 
(Kawata and Irvine, 1974, 1975; Espositc, and Lumme, 1977). Particle 
albedos obtained in  these :.tnalyses are shown for the brightest par ts  of the 
A and B r h ~ g s  in Table 2. The best-fit phase function is somewhat, but not 
strongly, backscattering, with derived values of the phase integral g 
ranging from - 0.9 to 1.6 (Lumme and Irvine, 1976; Esposito and Lumme, 
1977). This value represents a surface intermediate between a Lambert 
surface and the lunar surface in degree of backscattering, similar to the 
characteristics of typical snowbanks (Veverka, 1970). The !arge range of 
allowed values of g and z0 i s  due in part to the very small  range of 
observable phase angles. 
Particle temperatures. 
Thermal bahnce calculations giving the physical temperature of the ring 
particles a r e  quite comples in the case of the rings because of: (a) The 
gradient in insolation with optical depth in the rings and the associated 
diffuse radiation; (b) Heating of particles by the infrared emission of other 
particles; and (c) Heating of particles by emission from Saturn. In addition, 
the variation of (a) with ring tilt angle must be considered. These calcula- 
tions have been carried out by Kawata and Irvine (1975). fc r  Likely upper 
and lower Limits of bolometric Bond albedo AB = 0.54 and 0.38 respec- 
tively. In addition to the uncerbinties in  Bond albedos at blue and visual 
wavelengths mentioned a h v e ,  the large un~er ta in ty  in albedo from 
0.7-1.1 ym wavelengths leaves the b l o m e t r i c  Bond albedo quite uncertain. 
The resglts (see Figure 7) are grossly cons i s t~n t  with tlrermal infi-ared 
observations (see Table 3 anal hlcrrisor., 1976) but, far the more realistic 
case  Ag- 0.5. calculated t e m p e ~ i i l r e s  a r e  somewnat lower than recent 
observations. IIort. study and better observations of the -' gs over a wider 
range of wavelengths and phase angles (i. e. from an orbiter) could help 
gr,?atly tc rescllve this apparent d i~c re i ancy .  
Table 2. Albedos at the Brightest Part of Each Ring Element 
RLng Mean Rsdius /R~ A Element Source 
Cook qt af., 
1973 
Esposito & 
Lumme, 1977 
Lumme &. 
Irvine, 1976 
Kawata & 
Irvine, 1976 
Lumme & 
Irvine, 1976 
Cook et al., 
1973 
Esposito 8. 
Lumme, 1977 
Cook et al., 
1933 
ICawata & 
Irvine, 1975 
*Assumed value 
Spectral Observations and Compositional Implications 
Water ice was first  identified in the rings by Pilcher et al. (1970). and Kuiper 
et af. (1970) using 1-3 pm spectroscopy (see Figure 8). The shapes of the spectral 
features in this region vary both with temperature (Kieffer 1974, Fink and Larson 
1975) and particle size (Pollack et a/. , 1973). Pollack et al.. 1973, used this effect to infer 
the grain size of the ice particles doing the absorbing to be - 30-40 pm (see Figure 9). 
As discussed in secticn C below, this is probably the size of individual grains on the 
surfaces of much larger particles. The variation of ring reflectivity over the entire 
visible-near IR range, however, (Lebofsky et al., 1970), is not consistent with a pure 
water ice composition, which would have constant reflectivity in the 0.3-1.0 pm 
region. In fact, the spectral reflectivity of the rings (see Figure 10) ciosely r e s e m  
bles tbat of Jupite 's innermost (and highly reddened) satellite 10 (Johnson and McCord, 
1970) in ovcrall behavior. The spectra of the A and I3 r i ~ g s  a r e  quite similar. This 
p = sin B 
F ~ g u n  7 .  Calirtlatd injrared br~gbtnejj ~/Satmrni B rrng ur cl/unrt~on o/ rrng rrlr clnxle /or tbn rhrccr 
ofpa*tic/e Bolometrrr albedo. fmn Kautata and In-rnt ( 1975 1. Obrcrcwf~nnj /ram Table 3 an plotted. 
nownaltted n a bclioxntrir dirtaar~ o j  9.0 .4 U. 
Table 3. Observations of the Brightness Temperature of the B Ring in the 
Thernlal Infrared* 
Year h ,  ~ l n  TB (B ring), K Tilt Angle, B Observers 
"Corrected to heliocentric distance of 9.0 AL: 
Low (1965) 
Low (unpublished) 
Allen & blurdock (1971) 
hIurphy et al. (1972) 
Armstrong et al. (1972) 
Armstrong et al. (1972) 
Wright (1976) recalib. 
Murphy (1973) 
blorrison (1974) 
Blorrison (1974) 
Nolt et  a1 (1974) 
Rieke (1975) 
Rieke (1975) 
Rieke (1975) 
Kolt et al. (1977) 
Ward (1978) 
Nolt et al. (1978) 
reddening cffect i s  not understood, but could be due to t race impurities (sulfur? 
phosphorus? Axel dust?) and/or the effect of charged particle bonlbardment on the 
ice lattice (Pollack, 1975). An ever, stronger reddening is seen in the spectrum of 
Tiian (see I*'iwre 11). The e-sistence of water ice  comes a s  no surprise  due to i t s  
abundance and stability compared to methane and ammonia ice in the outel. solar 
system. Hydrate clathratcs of methane o r  ammonia with water ice  a r e  also possible 
jhIil:el., 1961). Their existence has not yet been established observationally, a s  
near-IR spectra (Smythe, 1975) (10 not distinguish water ice from clathrates. Spectra 
at longer wavelengths, however, (Bertie et a/ . ,  1973) could be quite useful. 
F i g m  8. Cumpan's01~ of the ~@atuace spectra fir H *O and 
NH, j m t ~  and h t m ~ k   ring^. ( i a j :  Tht Satam rrnt 
spsnrnm Kntper et al. 1 1970) IIb): Lunar ~otv@njon 
rpcrtra; ill): Fine-grind H,O fm spmnrm; ' / t i ) :  
S ' r m  oft& rings dtvided by that sf ;be mma: I V): NH, 
Jrart, jk p i n & .  a; cnarsc graxned, 6. Fvom PI/& e t  a!. 
1 1970). 
ORIGWU PAGE Is 
OF #XM QUAllTY 
F i g m  9. Camparism of tbe +tn~~ty ~pertrura u/ tbe rtngr ( irtangh u 14 
r h w i ~ r l  mrcrer fw thc nyiktitit~ brhat~ror Ir/-u u~amJmst ~~rq%m char~~jcrrzul by 
J m8rlil gtm rudiiu (a ) .  The obsmtd rulm ucm ob~arntd/mn K u i ~  et a! .  
( 1970). F m  Pollrrik et d. t 1977 ). 
WAVELENGTH. pm 
-- SATURN'S RING B 
--- 11) OHNSIMIAND 
..... ... 52 McCORD. 1970) 
Figvre I 6 .  The nomf i zcd  jpmrul w@rtify ofSutum3 B ring is jbmn. rompund r Iih 
spect~a o//l snd 12. Fmm 1 ~ h . d . y  pi al. (1  970). 
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Porrticle Siee Wstzrlbution and Composition as Constmbd by hlicmwave 
Observaiims 
The brigkness temperature of the rings at wavekmgths $0.86 cm te 
410 * 3 K, slgntfimntly lower thaa tbir msical t rempedtm of 96 K oc so. 1 .  
result comes fm current model analysis (Cuzzi rrad PoEack, 1918) of published Inter- 
fernmetric (high resolution) observatlmas (Mggs, 1974; CllXEi and Dent, 1915; Jsnssen 
and c);lsen, 1974). Recent interferometer maps of fhe rings (Muhleman et d , 1976, 
Schloerb, 1977) are in agreement with thie low, but aan-zero, ring bwtness. Tbe 
low tem&mture is due to an emissivity effect, as the optical depth of the rings at 
centimeter-decimeter wevelaoghs is co-le to i t s  value at visible wavelengthe 
based both on the above observations a d  on the high radar reflectivity of the riugs 
(Goldstein and Morris, 1973; Goldstein et al., 1977). In fact, for the high reflecfivfty 
implied by tbe radar observations, it is not ditcult to show that most, if not all. of 
the & m v e  briglfxwss of tbe rings is scattered radiation from the planet, and aot 
"emission" at all. At longer w a v e h g t b ,  tbe rings seem wlder  (Berge and 
Muhleman, 1973; Br ig s ,  1974; Jaffee. 1977) and perhaps less opbically thick, 
W o  possiMUccieS exist for the baw ernissivities. First, the bulk material of 
the particles could have an intrinsically h emfrisivity. To the obger~~Wc)nd 
by this "mmpositioual" means alone hr particles much I=r-ger timn the a-avelemgth in 
she, nearly pure metallic particles or prticles possessing d!'e!~ti\z,c bss crders @f 
magnitude lower than the least lossy of natnrally occurring materials @c=s) would be 
required. Second, as pointed out by Xbllaclt d d 0973) particles af size comparable 
to a wavelength may have extremely kow emissivity, and yet high scattering effideacy, 
in the presence of a realistic value of dielectric loss such as pousessed by ices. 
Using radio brightness limits and tbe observed radar reflectivity at two WaveleDgths, 
3.5 and 12.6 cm, Plollack 0975) and Cueei and Pollack (WSa, 1978b) bave set am- 
strafnts on the possible particle size distribution and cornpodtion using: realistic 
scattering models. F'irsr, silicates a r e  excluded except possibly as a minor (~10% by 
mass) constituent of the particles. Second, water ice (or clatbrate) particles with 
radii distr ihted follanlo(l a power law distribution n (r) = no? for 1 em r Z 
several meters could satfsfy the observations if distributed ia a many-particbthick 
layer (see Section II). The upper limit on r &re depends on the value of dielectric 
loss for the ice at 10u K and is mt known to better tban a factor of three o r  m 
(Whalley and W', 1969). Tbird, an optical dept3 91.5 at visib'le wavelengths in the 
thickest part of the B ring is indicated. Fourth, rnetalltc particles !aver than a 
90 
centimeter in mdius are still a possiMUty. Fifth, very large (many-meter) particle8 
of very low density ~ 1 0 - '  g ern-') with subsurface s a r t e r e r s  of the composition and 
sizes discussed above could also satisfy the existing observations based on analogy 
with the high radar reflectivity and depolarisalion chracterizing the Galilean satel- 
lites (Campbell et d., 1977; Ostro and Pettengill, 1977). Some 3f the results leading 
to these constraints are shown in Figures 12-14, and these rea~lts &re summarized 
in Table 4. The important aspects of the radar observatLr,ns are their  high absolute 
value and depolarieatioa, and a m r e d .  waveleritb independerce. 
Another point of intereat is tha: the ,%dial variation of radar reflectivity is in 
fairly good agreement ritb the radial \ariation oi visible d e s h  (PeUeoglll et el, 1977). 
A corohry of the mtcmNave r e s ~ k j  is that tbe fraction of the flogs @y surface area) 
composed of panicles smaller thao a cent&meter o r  so must be quite small. Tbis 
result is i;l good agreemen% with the results of analysis of eclipse amling of the par- 
ticles by Aumann aai kieffer (1973) andl observations by Morrison (1974) that the 
paltick size ip. g m t e r  than 1.5 cm. These results a r e  also in agreement with 
tk 5keiy structure cf :'be r i q  as  discussed in Section !3 and with thr expected life- 
t ime of small .~;irticles against Rjmting-Fbbertson drag. However. one should not 
be surpr2se.l to find some small particles (<< 1. cm in size) in the rings, possibly 
king mntinualb prochxced in collisions. 
The rings are largely mobsen-ed in the in teces t iq  transition wavelength 
range between 100 pm and 1 cm within wbich the ternw.2ahu-e drops from - 90 K to 
-20 K. Zar-inirarcd c-bervations (about 10-400 ym) over the last ten years 
%-red to &ow p clear coatriktion from t k  rings at their physical remperature 
(see 'Zable 5). In 936iticn. obsen.atiorrs of Saturn relative to Jupiter a t  - 1 mm wave- 
l2ngth (bw. 1366; Rather et &, 1975) appeared io sbow some ring contribution at a 
brightness temperature of 30-40 K. However, recent obervations are mt L? agree- 
ment with these results. From a d ~ -  of .%turn a t  /()() micrometers, it appears 
that the brightnes,~ of the rfngs is kss t b n  0.35 of tfic disk brightness (Werner, 
?nvste c~mmunfcaticn). A h  Werner et d (1973) see nc evidence for excess flux 
due to the dogs (in an unresolved observation comparing tokrl fhur with Juptter) at 
1 rnm wavelength. These important short wavelength observations will become more 
dimcult as the s>hd angle of the rings decreases further in coming years, but will be 
essential to understanding the composition and site distribution of the ring particles. 
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Table 4, Acceptability of Hing Models of Different Structure, 
Composition, and Particle Size 
Particle Cornpoeition 
- - - -- 
Model Structure Ice Rack Metal 
- ~~ 
Extended layer: 
C: a>>A (a > l m )  
(narrow rsiee dietrlbution) 
D: Power law (a > 1 cm) 
n(a) = nos-8 
Mono la ye r : 
A: a<< A (a < 1 cm) 
B: a S h  (a > 1 cm) 
C: a>>A (a > 1 m) 
marrow eize distribution) 
D: Pbwer law (a > 1 cm) 
nw) = nos-3 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity and etrong 
A -dependonce 
Posslblc 
QS * 6 s 1 om only) 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity 
Possible 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity and etrong 
A-dependenc e 
Unlikely, due to low 
depolnrization 
Possible (multiple 
internal scattering) 
Unlikely, duo to low 
depolarization 
No, due to low net No, due to etrong 
reflectivity and strong A-dependence 
A-dependence 
No, due to low net l?osrible 
reflectivity 
No, due to low net Poe st ble 
reflectivity 
No, due to low net mseible 
reflectivity 
No, due to low net 
reflectlvity and strong 
A-dependence 
Unlikely, due to low 
depola rieation 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity 
No, due to strong 
A-dependence 
Unlikely, due to low 
depolarization 
Unlikely, due to low 
expected depolarization 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity 
Table 5. Far  Infrared Observations of Saturn and Its Rings: 
Variation of Net Flux Coming from Disk Using Values of 
Disk Tg Derived on 'Wo Different Assumptions 
F1: TB obtaioed assuming no flux from rings. 
F2: TB obtained assuming rings & disk of equal temperature 
Date Angle 
Dec. 1968 -11° 1.0 1. 0 1. Q 
(1-350 pm) 
Winter 1975-76 -21" 1.6 
(44-300 pm) 1.5*0.3 1.050.1 
(100-400 crm)b 1.8 * 0.1b 0.93 i 0.03 
Oct. 1971 -24" 1.8 1.7 * 0.1 1.0 1t 0.1 
(30-300 pm) 
(125-300 2.OiO.lb 0.97*0.03 
a) approximate correction for ring Slockage by planet included. 
b) Rayleigh-Jeans Limit assumed in scaling tenlpenture to flus. 
Aumann et al. 
(1969) 
Armstrong et al. 
(1972) and 
Wright (1976) 
Hudson et id. 
(1974) 
Summary 
The albedos of the ring particles a r e  somewhat uncertain, but quite !ugh 
(Go 3 0.8) at blue and visible wavelengths. The scattering phase function is fairl\- 
backscattering, but not as highly bqckscattering a s  that of the  lunar surface. These 
rlaperties a r e  similar to those of t3-pica1 saowbanks. Particle temperatures calcu- 
lated for a range of values for the bolometric albedo consistent with the above results 
decrease with ring tilt angle as obsen~ed,  but seem slightly low (5-10 K) with respect 
to observations in the thermal IR. Water ice (and possibly clathrate hydrates) 
apparently coustitutes the major part of the ring material, although ice-coated mehl  
may not be ruled out on the basis of existing infrared, radio, o r  radar obsrnrations. 
Metal may, however, be regarded as unlikely both on grounds of cosnlic 
abundance and on grounds of its high density. if the ring particles were of rilchl, 
the Roche limit would lie well within the rings and accretion could proceed. XPO, the 
net ring mass bascd on the observed volume density would very likely be so large a s  
to cause a noticeable discrepancy in the location of Cassini's division (see Section II). 
It appears that the particles must be k r g e r  than a centimeter o r  so in size. 
A very broad sire distribution, possibly n (r) = nor-', is consistent with sll existing 
data if the largest particles a r e  several meters in radius. Such a situation would 
explain the probable ring "many-particle" thickness and azimuthal variations 
-tion XI) a s  well, in terms of dispersion of the numerous small particles by the few 
large ones. Another possibility is that the "particlest' are much larger, with internal 
scatterers of centimeter-to-meter s ize fixed in a low-density matrix. 
IV. NEAR-TERM INFORMATION EXPECTED (1978 - 1984) 
Earth-based Studies 
1. Further investigations of the opposition effect and the azimuthal 
brightness variations with decreasing ring tilt engle and a t  longer (red, 
IR) wrsvelengths. These will hopefully constrain the particle albedo more 
closely, impacting the question of the "infrared discrepancy. " 
2. An interferometric observation of the ring brightness a t  3 mm wavelength 
may be possible in the near future, but in general critical short 
microwave-wavelength observations (100 pm - 1 cm) will become more 
difficult a s  the rings close up. Hopefully, laboratory measurements of 
the microwave (and infrared) dielectric properties of ices and clathrates 
a t  low temperatures will be obtained, a s  these will eventually be critical 
for final analxses of ring particle size and composition. 
3. Continuation of radar backscatter observations of the rings as they close 
up may allow us to discriminate between monolayer and many-particle- 
thick models. 
Pioneer and Voyager 
1. Pioneer 11 will "probew the region e-xterior to ring -4 for particles, but 
due to the low value of ring tilt angle, may not provide much other 
inform:~tion. 
2. iroyager \trill encounter Saturn a t  a ring tilt angle of 5 degrees. The Voyager 
Radio Science e-speriments (Eshleman et al., 1978; Tyler, 1978) will obtain 
high-quality information on ring optical depths for regions with low 
( T ~  < 1) optical depths. Parts of the B ring nlag sti l l  be opaque. Good 
radisl  resolution will be obtained (-100 km) giving new information on 
dynamics and radial structure. Proper use of the two Voyager spacecraft 
in different n o d e s  (one in direct occultation, one in large-angle bistatic 
reflection) will provide information on particle s izes  spanning the whole 
range of interest. Oblique scattering angles a r e  desirable both in studying 
particles between 1 cm and sevcral meters  in size,  and in obtaining 
interesting po1:lrization results, which bear directl? on particle shape. 
3. \'o?ager IRIS experiments \\?ill obtain independent "mean'! s ize  information 
from observations of eclipse cooling of the particles. Spectral observa- 
tions f m n ~  0.3-50 pnl will provide useful ~nfornlation on  con~position and 
temperature of the particles observed. Photograph? may reveal the 
t~du tence  of e~t,trcnieiy large "pqrent" bodies with s izes  on the order  of 
n kilometer o r  more. 
-6 4.  I)ctern~inntion of the ring mass  with an accuracy of -10 JI will be 
s 
possible. This measiirenlent \\.ill probably discriminate between ices  and 
metal a s  n1;ljor m a t e r i ~ l  constituents. Ilon'ever, if the rings :Ire of ice, 
their  ninss may very well be less  than the a h w e  dc~tectiotl limit. 
1. POTESTIAL VSES OF SOP' FOR STUDY OF TI1K RINGS 
Composition Determinntions and He!cvancc. to Studies of Solar 
System l:orm:ltion 
-4s mentioned in Section 1, the origin of the rings i s  s t i l l  not well-ests blished. 
Iio\vever, indications a r e  tllr~t ver \  Lzrge ( > 1 km) particles a r c ,  a t  best, a rarity in 
the rings. -4s internal strcrlgth would Limit the s ize  of fragments produced by I!.oclle 
breakup of a larger satellite to a value at least this large (Harris, 1975; Greenberg 
et aL, 1977), this p a y  be taken a s  at least an indication that the ring material is a 
direct condensate from the proto-planetary nebula. Because the ring particles have 
not been chemically o r  thermally altered by atmospheric o r  tectonic processes, they 
provide a valuable boundary c~ndition on conditions in the protoplanetary nebula. 
For instance, Lewis (1973). and Miller (1973) have suggested that methane and 
ammonia hyd-rates a r e  stable at temperatures around o r  below 90 K. Thus, one would 
expect them to e d s t  currently, if they ever formed. Pollack et al. (1977) have shown 
that the early high-luminosity phase of proto-Saturn may have kept the region of the 
rings too warm for anything but pure water ice to form there, and then only very 
close to the end of the accretion period. Thus, determination of the clathrate r's ice 
composition will provide an important constraint on the formation history of Saturn 
and the outer solar system in general. This may well be accomplished by an IRIS- 
type experiment operating out to long wavelengths (-1-100 pm) where spectral dis- 
crimination of clathrates appears to be possible (Bertie et al., 1973). Some evidence 
for spectral structure in the 10 and 20 pm region has been inferred in observations by 
Aiorrison (19'74). Laboratory work is needed to determine critical wavelength 
intervals and sensitivity required. Ir, addition, trace silicate impurities which may 
be a d m i d  in the ice may be representative of the composition of the original inter- 
stellar grains, and may be present in sufficient amounts to be detectable by an IRIS 
experiment. Hydrated silicates appear to be likely constituents of the Galilean 
satellites (Pollack et al., 1978) and observable even fAwm the ground. High-resolution 
spectra at visible wavelengths would help resolve the source of the "reddeningrt which 
seems to characterize all  outer solar system objects. Organic photo-products have 
been suggested for this "Axel dust" on Titan, but the rings have no atmosphere in 
which to form such products. 
Both in ice vs clathrates and ice vs  silicate, compositional gradients may 
e d s t  with distance from Saturn a t  a level which might be detectable only with sub- 
stantial integration time, requiring repeated observations from an orbiter. 
Particle Size Distribution and the Evolution of the Rings 
A detailed knowledge of the particle size distribution, possibly a function of 
distance from the planet, may tell us a good deal about the evolution of rings. 
Smaller particles will be affected more by drag effects and will drift inwards. Also 
particles undergoing the most collisions (the smaller, more numerous particles) 
will diffuse inwards and outwards the most rapidly. Thus, information may be gained 
a s  to whether the rings originated in one place and diffused radially, o r  remain in 
much the same location in which they were formed. The exact form of the size dis- 
tribution may be compared with distributions characterizing meteorites and with 
theoretical studies of accretion/comminution processes (Greenberg et al., 1978) to 
give us  a greater understanding of the accretion process itself. 
These studies would be best accomplished using bistatic radar reflectivity 
and polarization studies over a s  large a range of view angles a s  possible. This 
implies observations from a fairly inclined orbit (-10-20') with respect to the ring 
plane. Such an inclined orbit would also improve our chances of obtaining a ring 
mass a s  separable from the higher gravitational harmonics of Saturn itself. A full 
knowledge of the diffuse scattering properties of the rings (see Figure 15) would pro- 
vide an excellent constraint on the distribution of particle sizes from less than one 
centimeter to several meters radius. Studies of the polarization would allow infer- 
ences a s  to particle shape and irregularity to be made, giving qualitative information 
on the collisional processes shaping the particles. Fkpeated ring occultations at a 
time when the rings are fairly open (-20 degrees in 1984) will pive us  full knowledge 
of the optical depth in the thickest regions of the rings %hi& will be necessary for 
mderstanding of the intensity and polarization results. Coherent radio occulta- 
tions also provide a good means of detecting small (<< 1 cm radius) particles, by 
the phase shift of the coherent signal. 
Radiometry at short microwave wavelengths (100 pm-1 mm) would be of great 
value in establishing limits on the size of the largest particles. These maximum sizes 
might also vary with radial distance. Current values of ring brightness temperature 
a t  millimeter wavelengths a r e  not in agreement; however, model calculations (Cuzzi 
and Pollack 1978) indicate that brightness temperatures of 30-50 K could be expected, 
if the particles a r e  composed of ice. Better knowledge of the critical transition 
zone between 100 pm and several millimeters wavelength will be essential to better 
knowledge of the particle sizes and compcsitions. Improved knowledge of the phase 
effect at visible wavelengths would lead to good determination of the volume density 
of the rings critical for proper analysis of the microwave scattering behavior. The 
volume density may vary with radial distance, especially near the resonances, pro- 
viding indirect information on the dynamics of resonances and ring thickness. 
FOR UNIT INCIDENT FLUX ( r S = l e r a  s e c - l ~ m - ~ )  
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The ring system a s  a dynamics laboratory: The recent discovery of the rings 
of Uranus shows that ring systems a r e  more common than had been thought, and vary 
greatly in nat- re. These two systems afford us a great opportunity to study large- 
scale gravitational perturbations which could lead to a G t t e r  knowledge of the accre- 
tion processes forming resonant pairs of satellites, and even planets themselves 
(Goldreich and Nicholson, 1978), as well a s  large-scale dynamical effects influencing 
galactic structure. For instance, the exact shape and optical depth of the gaps in the 
rings will allow tests  to be made of density wave theory in differentially rotating disks 
(Goldreich and Tremaine, 10578). Knowledge of the "strength~l '  of the Mimas resonances 
a s  barriers to mass motion (from theory), studies of the optical depth variations 
across the resonances, and the "spreading rate" of the rings a s  determined by velocity 
dispersion (thickness) may be compared with observations of rhdial diffusion of par- 
ticles a s  evidenced by radial variations in composition on particle size distribution. 
More detailed study of local ring irl*egularities such a s  the non-axisymmetric dis- 
turbances f:~ ring A and the physical thickness of the rings, even from 3Rs orbital 
distance, appears to be difficult a s  these a r e  probably tens of meters in size, 
requiring angular resolution less than 0.1 a rc  sec. 
Summary 
Several points of interest a r e  noted vis-a-vis use o i   SO^ to study the rings 
and the relevance of these studies to solar system formation. Studies of particle 
composition and size distribution, and their variations ..trith distance from the planet, 
could provide several useful constraints on conditions prevailing in the proto- 
planetary nebila. These a r e  best accomplished from inclined orbit (10-20") with 
visible photometry a t  several wavelengths (or spectroscopy), an IRIS experiment 
operating from 1-50 pm (100 p m ? )  wavelength, a multiband radiometer operating 
from -100 pm to several millimeters wavelength, and e-xtensive bistatic radar 
mapping. Studies of the dynamics of particles in the rings will greatly improve our  
theoretical understanding of the gravitational processes that influenced, and might 
have initiated, planetary accretion and evoiution. These will a r i s e  from extensive 
photography of the rings and repeated radio occultations of an orbiter by the ri.lgs. 
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J. CALDWELL: I would like to show a M G r e  A taken from Caldwell, J. (1975) 
Ultraviolct observations of small Mies in the Solar System (Ica~us 25, 384-396) and 
compare it with one of Jeff s (see Figure 9) 
WAVELENGTH. A 
This figure shows OAO data that ex@d thc rdlectivity measurements of the riags blow 
3000 1 to prac'ically 2000 k T%e pmeipikms drop in reflectivity implied by MeCord and 
his colleagues stops ammi  3~00 A. 
The ref:ectivitv in the 2000-3300 .; region is flat and is consiadent with rater 
fmst. B also appears to me that the u?tal specirum would be ccm;istent mtitb 
component .. I don't know wb,ther they are! sptially stepanted or mixed m r .  
Tbe ultraviolet reflectivity of the rings h 5 s  not look like that of the 
satellites, which continue to decrease noticeably all the way down to 2dOO 1, at least 
for  those for which measurements +re pssiblc (Ckllisto, Ganymede, and Europa). 
L. TaFTON:  AIthougb the rings are brigbter than Titan, fne relative 
reflectivitlcs from 5000 1 down to st least 3000 d( a r e  ver, similar. So whakver makes 
up the ciust on Titan, may be the same stuff wbich klpe to color the rhgs. 
B. SMlTfl: Guring t!ae recent Iapetus eclipse we did mufirm the existence ot' 
the Ehcke division o r  minimum, so we have a little more tban Ijolifusls visual 
observation to go on. 
Also, with regard to ring thickness seen at the t ime t k  Earth goes thnxgh 
the ring plane, i t s  true t k t  the rings never completely disappear, uut the model that 
Cook b s  developxi hils turned up edges near  the resonance divisions. Thus the rings 
can be very thin a d  still appear thicker when seen edge oa. 
J. CUZW: Yes, however- i t  is uncertain w h e t k r  Cook's inclination resorance, 
which produces the "turned-up" edges, lies in a region containing particles, qr in 
iact within an empty region near t!~? ring edge. 
1). 3IORRiSOh': In your upper limit on the amount of silicates that a n  be 
included in the particles and still be oonsistent ~ 4 t h  the =dar measu.-emenrs. I 
presume t k t  it refers  to the centimeter or perhaps the 10-cm particies. if you -had 
a silicate wre in some of the large objects, could you tell  the different-?? 
J. CCXZI: Probably not. The meter-sized and larger ~ b j e c t s  in the pclgner 
law distrihttion cootrihute relative15 Little to the mdar signa!, ~ r ,  :kir prcwf ies  
do mt constrain t k  model. 
D. JfORRISOK: So, in fact, a cornp~ect of a reh t ive l r  small  number of 
meter-sized objects msde of an) thing w-ould be -istent with r-ustiug dati. 
J. CL Z XI: Yes, as long as their tot21 surface area,  or o@icai depth. is less 
thqn a few percent af that of the entire ring systel.. . 
